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Instructions for Mounting of Lead Bricks onto Side Shields

1. Upon arrival of shipment check for any damages to packaging. If damaged do
not unpack.  Claim must be filed with trucking company.   If no apparent
damage, unpack and check.

2. Mount Safe and L-Block Shield on table using forklift or chain hoist (see lifting
of L-Block Shield INFO. 990-288-A.

3. Move Table, with L-Block Shield and Safe into the department  (approx.
weight 1600 lbs.).  If the items need to be transported to a different area of
the facility by elevator, please check with building engineer prior to
transporting on elevator.  
(Do NOT ride on elevator with this extremely heavy load.

4. Please be very careful when going over, cracks/bumps, carpeting and etc.

5. Move the skid of Lead Bricks into the department.  Remove plywood cover off
the skid.

6. To install Lead Bricks into the side shields – remove the top covers and side
plates from the work station.  Keep these parts in order.

7. Place Lead Bricks in one side of the Table.  Place Lead Bricks in number
matching order per markings on inside of wall.  (Example on diagram
enclosed).  After completion of each side, place cover plate back on before
proceeding to the next side.

8. When all Lead Bricks are installed with the cover plates, then install top
covers.  Prior to installing top covers, remove backing of tape found inside of
top covers, this will hold top cover plates in place).

9. If two tables are being used, move tables into their final location and bolt the
tables together.  Bolts can be found inside the drawer.
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